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5BEBA3I<EHF�@BI<7�GE3AF5E<CG

GXd[S�dShd�bSNRc�GWS�@icdSbXSc�_T�?XTS�gXdW�GX]�N^R�@_PiͶ

3�b_P_d�@_Pi�g_bZc�_^�N�`ekk[S�X^�N�ZXdQWS^Ͷ�3�P_i�GX]�S^dSbc�dWS�b__]�NTdSb�ShSbQXcX^VͶ
;S�PbSNdWSc�WSNfX[iͶ

G<@�3W�^_dWX^V�[XZS�N^�SNb[i�]_b^X^V�Y_V�d_Σ

GX]�WNc�N�Q_eVWX^V�TXdͶ�;S�RbX^Zc�Tb_]�@_PiΌc�V[Ncc�_T�gNdSb�d_�WS[`�Q[SNb�WXc�dWb_NdͶ

G<@�JWSgͶ

@_Pi�[__Zc�PSdgSS^�GX]�N^R�dWS�V[Ncc�_T�gNdSb�gXdW�RXcVecdͶ�;S�QN^Όd�PS[XSfS�GX]�RbN^Z
Tb_]�WXc�gNdSb�V[NccͶ

G<@�JWNd

@_Pi�ecSc�WXc�`S^QX[�d_�`ecW�dWS�V[Ncc�_T�gNdSb�d_gNbR�GX]Ͷ

G<@�BW�cd_`�XdͶ

@_Pi�c[XRSc�N�[SddSb�NQb_cc�dWS�dNP[SͶ�GX]�bSNQWSc�T_b�dWS�[SddSbͶ�@_Pi�gXdWRbNgc�WXc�WN^R�d_
Nf_XR�d_eQWX^V�GX]Ͷ�GX]�Tb_g^c�Ped�`XQZc�e`�dWS�[SddSb�N^R�bSNRc�Tb_]�XdͶ

G<@�6SNb�GX]�N^R�@_Pi�<ΌfS�PSS^�WSNbX^V�[_dc�_T�cQNbi�cdeTT�X^�dWS�^Sgc�NP_ed�dWS
Q_b_^NfXbecͶ�5N^�i_e�dS[[�]S�]_bS�NP_ed�Xd�`[SNcS�GWN^Zc�>NW[X[Ͷ

G<@�FebS�dWX^V�>NW[X[ͼ�IXbecSc�NbS�dX^i�`NbdXQ[Sc�dWNd�QN^�X^fNRS�[XfX^V�QS[[cͶ�GWSbS�NbS
]X[[X_^c�_T�fNbXSdXSc�gXdW�RXTTSbS^d�PSWNfX_bc�cWN`Sc�N^R�cdbeQdebScͶ�5_b_^NfXbecSc�NbS�_^S
Vb_e`�^N]SR�T_b�dWSXb�Qb_g^ΝcWN`SR�_ed[X^SͶ

3^�N^X]NdX_^�cW_gc�cSfSbN[�di`Sc�_T�fXbecScͶ�GWS�Q_b_^NfXbec�Xc�b_e^R�N^R�WNc�]N^i
c`_ZSc�[XZS�N�Qb_g^Ͷ

G<@�8_eb�_T�dWScS�Q_]]_^[i�X^TSQd�We]N^cͶ

3^�N^X]NdX_^�cW_gc�dWS�T_eb�Q_b_^NfXbecSc�dWNd�QN^�X^TSQd�We]N^cͶ�GWSi�N[[�WNfS�Qb_g^Ν[XZS
c`_ZScͶ

5_b_^NfXbec�ͥώWSN[dWώRXcSNcScX^YebXScN^RQ_^RXdX_^cώQ_b_^NfXbecώͦ
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G<@�3�[_d�_T�dX]Sc�gWS^�i_e�VSd�N�Q_[R�XdΌc�QNecSR�Pi�N�Q_b_^NfXbecͶ

@B4L�4SS`

G<@�3^i�fXbec�WNc�_^S�V_N[�d_�bS`[XQNdS�_b�]NZS�]_bS�Q_`XSc�_T�XdcS[TͶ

3^�N^X]NdX_^�cW_gc�N�i_e^V�VXb[Ͷ�3^�X^cSd�PePP[S�cW_gc�N�Q[_cSΝe`�_T�QS[[c�X^�WSb�P_RiͶ�3
Q_b_^NfXbec�NddNQWSc�XdcS[T�d_�_^S�_T�dWS�QS[[cͶ

G<@�4ed�Xd�QN^Αd�R_�dWNd�_^�Xdc�_g^�c_�Xd�X^fNRSc�N^�_bVN^Xc]�N^R�deb^c�Xdc�QS[[c�X^d_�fXbec
TNQd_bXScͶ

GWS�Q_b_^NfXbec�ecSc�dWS�QS[[�d_�]NZS�Q_`XSc�_T�XdcS[TͶ�GWS�QS[[�RXcN``SNbc�N^R�dWS
Q_b_^NfXbecSc�X^fNRS�dWS�_dWSb�QS[[cͶ�GWS�VXb[�cdNbdc�d_�cgSNd�Q_eVW�N^R�RSfS[_`�N�be^^i
^_cSͶ

G<@�GWXc�QN^�PS�e^`[SNcN^d�T_b�dWS�W_cd�dWS�_bVN^Xc]�dWNd�dWS�fXbec�WNc�X^TSQdSRͶ

GWS�_dWSb�X^TSQdSR�QS[[c�X^�dWS�PePP[S�RXcN``SNbͶ�GWS�Q_b_^NfXbecSc�]_fS�Nb_e^R�X^�N
cgNb]Ͷ

G<@�GWS�^Sg�Q_b_^NfXbec�di`XQN[[i�QNecSc�Q_eVWX^V�N^R�TSfSbͶ

GWS�VXb[�c^XTT[ScͶ

G<@�3�WSN[dWi�P_Ri�QN^�eceN[[i�TXVWd�_TT�dWXc�X[[^Scc�Z^_g^�Nc�5BI<6Ν���_^�Xdc�_g^Ͷ

GWS�N^X]NdX_^�cW_gc�dX]S�`NccX^VͶ�GWS�VXb[�PSQ_]Sc�WSN[dWi�NVNX^Ͷ

G<@�Fi]`d_]c�NbS�]X[R�T_b�]_cd�`S_`[S�Sc`SQXN[[i�ZXRcͶ�4ed�X^�N�P_Ri�gXdW�gSNZS^SR
RSTS^cSc�5BI<6Ν���QN^�PSQ_]S�]_bS�cSfSbS�N^R�bSaeXbS�]SRXQN[�dbSNd]S^dͶ

3^�N^X]NdX_^�cW_gc�N�g_]N^�bSQSXfX^V�QWS]_dWSbN`i�N^R�N^�_[RSb�]N^Ͷ

G<@�F_]S�`S_`[S�VSd�cSbX_ec[i�X[[�N^R�dWNdΌc�V_ddS^�SfSbi_^SΑc�NddS^dX_^Ͷ

@B4L�4SS`ͼ

G<@�GWXc�^Sg�Q_b_^NfXbec�gNc�TXbcd�XRS^dXTXSR�X^�JeWN^�5WX^NͶ

3^�N^X]NdX_^�cW_gc�N�]N`�_T�5WX^NͶ�GWS�QXdi�_T�JeWN^�Xc�]NbZSR�gXdW�N�R_dͶ�<dΌc�[_QNdSR�_^
dWS�SNcdSb^�cXRS�_T�dWS�Q_e^dbiͶ
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G<@�<^�[NdS�	����dWSbS�gNc�N^�_edPbSNZΣdWNdΑc�gWS^�N�RXcSNcS�cdNbdc�c`bSNRX^VͶ

3^�N^X]NdX_^�cW_gc�cSfSbN[�We]N^�cX[W_eSddScͶ�B^S�bSR�cX[W_eSddS�WNc�dWS�Q_b_^NfXbecͶ
3bb_gc�`_X^d�Tb_]�dWNd�`Sbc_^�d_�_dWSb�cX[W_eSddScͶ�GWS�Nbb_gc�bS`bScS^d�dWS�c`bSNR�_T�dWS
RXcSNcSͶ�GWS�_dWSb�cX[W_eSddSc�deb^�bSR�Nc�dWSi�PSQ_]S�X^TSQdSRͶ�3bb_gc�`_X^d�NgNi�Tb_]
dWS]�Nc�gS[[Ͷ

G<@�@_bS�N^R�]_bS�`S_`[S�V_d�cXQZ�TXbcd�X^�5WX^N�N^R�dWS^�Nb_e^R�dWS�g_b[RͶ

GWS�N^X]NdX_^�bSfSN[c�]_bS�Q_^dN]X^NdSR�cX[W_eSddScͶ�GWSi�Q_^dX^eS�d_�c`bSNR�dWS�RXcSNcSͶ

G<@�7^dXbS�QXdXSc�WNfS�PSS^�aeNbN^dX^SR�_b�Q[_cSR�_TT�d_�c[_g�dWS�RXcSNcSΌc�c`bSNRͶ

3^�N^X]NdX_^�cW_gc�N�TS^QS�dWNd�P[_QZc�_TT�N�QXdiͶ�GWS�cXV^�_^�dWS�TS^QS�bSNRc�DeNbN^dX^S
M_^S�<^TSQdX_ec�IXbec�6_�A_d�7^dSbͶ

G<@�8_bde^NdS[i�fXbecSc�QN^Όd�VSd�Nb_e^R�gXdW_ed�_eb�WS[`Ͷ�3^R�dWSbSΌc�N�[_d�gS�QN^�R_�d_�^_d
WS[`�dWS]ͼ

3^�N^X]NdX_^�cW_gc�N�fXbec�WXdQWWXZX^V�_^�dWS�cXRS�_T�N�b_NRͶ�;S�ShdS^Rc�WXc�dWe]P�d_�N�QNb
N^R�W_[Rc�e`�N�cXV^�dWNd�cNic�A_d�N�fXbec�`b_]XcSͼ�GWS�QNb�k__]c�`Ncd�dWS�fXbecͶ

G<@�?XZS�gNcWX^V�i_eb�WN^Rc�Sc`SQXN[[i�NTdSb�i_e�ecS�dWS�PNdWb__]�N^R�PST_bS�i_e�SNdͶ
GWNdΑc�N[gNic�N�V__R�XRSN�N^R�i_e�`b_PNP[i�N[bSNRi�R_�XdͶ

3^�N^X]NdX_^�cW_gc�N�VXb[�gNcWX^V�WSb�WN^Rc�gXdW�c_N`�N^R�gNdSbͶ

G<@�FQbeP�gXdW�c_N`�T_b�Nd�[SNcd�	��cSQ_^Rc�d_�]NZS�cebS�i_e�R_^Όd�]Xcc�N^i�c`_dcͶ

3^�N^X]NdX_^�cW_gc�N�dX]Sb�dWNd�bX^Vc�NTdSb�	��cSQ_^RcͶ

G<@�JWS^SfSb�i_e�Q_eVW�_b�c^SSkS�Q_fSb�i_eb�^_cS�N^R�]_edW�d_�WS[`�ZSS`�N^i�VSb]c
Q_^dNX^SRͶ

GX]�RS]_^cdbNdSc�gWNd�WS�]SN^c�Pi�bNXcX^V�WXc�Nb]�N^R�Q_eVWX^V�X^d_�dWS�PS^R�_T�WXc
S[P_gͶ

G<@�3^R�XT�i_eΑbS�cXQZ�dbi�d_�Nf_XR�_dWSb�`S_`[SΣi_e�g_e[R^Αd�gN^d�d_�X^TSQd�dWS]�SfS^�XT
XdΑc�N�`[NX^�_[R�Q_[RͶ

3^�N^X]NdX_^�cW_gc�N�cXQZ�`Sbc_^�bXRX^V�`eP[XQ�dbN^c`_bdNdX_^Ͷ�3�bSR�QXbQ[S�gXdW�N�[X^S
dWb_eVW�Xd�N``SNbc�Nb_e^R�dWS]Ͷ
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@B4L�4SS`

G<@�JS[[�gWS^�dWSbSΌc�N^�_edPbSNZ�gWSbS�i_e�[XfS�Sh`Sbdc�bSQ_]]S^R�c_]S�NRRSR
`bSQNedX_^cͶ�?XZS�c_QXN[�RXcdN^QX^V�[X]XdX^V�Q[_cS�Q_^dNQd�gXdW�_dWSb�`S_`[S�SfS^�XT�i_eΌbS
^_d�cXQZͶ

3^�N^X]NdX_^�cW_gc�N�[NbVS�Vb_e`�_T�We]N^�cX[W_eSddSc�VNdWSbSR�X^�_^S�`[NQSͶ�GWS�`S_`[S
c`bSNR�_ed�e^dX[�dWSbSΌc�N^�SfS^�N]_e^d�_T�RXcdN^QS�PSdgSS^�Vb_e`c�_T�dg_�_b�dWbSS�`S_`[SͶ
B^S�Vb_e`�X^�N�TN]X[i�deb^c�bSR�X^RXQNdX^V�dWSi�WNfS�dWS�fXbecͶ

G<@�;N^V�_ed�Nd�W_]S�gXdW�i_eb�TN]X[i�N^R�ZSS`�e`�gXdW�i_eb�TbXS^Rc�_^[X^SͶ

GWS�_ed[X^S�_T�N�W_ecS�N``SNbc�Nb_e^R�SNQW�TN]X[i�_T�cX[W_eSddScͶ

G<@�GWNd�VXfSc�dWS�fXbec�TSgSb�_``_bde^XdXSc�d_�c`bSNR�Nb_e^RͶ

3bb_gc�S]N^NdS�Tb_]�dWS�`S_`[S�gW_�WNfS�dWS�fXbecͶ�GWS�P_e^RNbi�_T�dWS�W_ecSc�P[_QZc�dWS
Nbb_gcͶ�GWS�X^TSQdSR�`S_`[S�deb^�Tb_]�bSR�PNQZ�d_�P[eSͶ

G<@�?_dc�_T�_edPbSNZc�WNfS�PSS^�cd_``SR�gWS^�S^_eVW�T_[Zc�Yecd�T_[[_g�dWScS�cX]`[S�be[ScͶ

@B4L�4SS`

@_Pi�W_[Rc�e`�N�^Sgc`N`SbͶ�GWS�WSNR[X^S�bSNRc�5_b_^NfXbec�6SNdW�G_[[�EXcScͶ
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CHAPTER I
Renaissance artist Albrecht Purer painted
this self-portrait at the age of 26.

Leading Figures
of the Renaissance
30.1 Introduction

In the last chapter, you visited Florence to explore some of the major advances
of the Renaissance. Now you will learn how Renaissance ideas spread from Italy
across Europe. Then you will study the lives and work of 10 leading figures of the
Renaissance.

From the 14th through the 16th centuries, Europe
crackled with energy. Trade and commerce boomed.
Cities grew. Artists and writers experimented with
their crafts and created wonderful works of art and lit-
erature. New ways of thinking led to inventions and
scientific discoveries. Rulers and wealthy patrons sup-
ported the work of artists, scientists, and explorers.

Why was there so much creative energy during
the Renaissance? One reason was the Renaissance
ideal that people should be educated in many areas.
People who studied art or music, for example, were
also interested in science. To this day we still use
the phrase "Renaissance person" to describe some-
one who is skilled and knowledgeable in many
fields.

You have already met the best example of this
Renaissance ideal: Leonardo da Vinci. Leonardo
trained as a painter, but he was also a scientist, engi-
neer, musician, and architect. He designed fortifi-
cations, waterways, and machines. He studied and
drew plants, animals, and people. In his notebooks
he sketched ideas for inventions that were far ahead
of his time.

Leonardo is one of the 10 Renaissance artists,
scientists, monarchs, and writers you will
study in this chapter. First, though, let's look at how
the Renaissance spread throughout Europe from its
birthplace in Italy.

A Gallery
Renaissance Greats

RENAISSANCE PERSON
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The Renaissance spread from Italy
throughout Europe. In Flanders,
an early painter of the northern
Renaissance was Jan van Eyck,
shown here in his studio.

After Gutenberg's invention of the
printing press, print shops such as
this one created books and pamphlets
quickly and easily.

30.2 The Renaissance
Spreads Through Europe

As you have learned, the Renaissance began
in Italy. From there it spread to France, Germany,
Flanders (modern-day Belgium). Holland, England,
and Spain.

Renaissance ideas were spread through trade,
travel, and education. Italy was the gateway to
Europe for much of the trade from Asia, Africa,
and the Greek-speaking cities of the east. Traders
moved through Italy to the rest of Europe, bring-
ing a rich flow of new ideas along with their
goods.

Visitors to Italy also helped spread Renaissance ideas. People from
all over Europe traveled to Italy to learn as well as to trade. Scholars
went to study humanism. Artists studied Italian painting and sculpture
to learn new styles and techniques.

When these travelers returned home, many of them founded art
schools and universities. Artists taught others what they had learned
in Italy. Scholars began to teach the new ideas of experimentation and
logical thinking.

The spread of ideas was made even easier by the invention of the
printing press. This machine presses inked type or plates onto paper to
create many copies of a work. Recall from your study of China that the
Chinese had learned to make paper and to print using wooden blocks.
Gradually, knowledge of paper-making and examples of Chinese print-
ing blocks reached Europe.

In about 1450, a German named Johannes Gutenberg dramatically
improved on existing printing methods. He invented a printing press
that used movable type—characters that could be rearranged and used
over again on other printing jobs. Unlike the Chinese, who used wood-
en blocks for printing, Gutenberg cast his type in metal.

Before Gutenberg's invention, most books were written and copied
by hand. It could take four or five months to copy a 200-page book.
The new press could produce 300 pages in a single day. As a result,
books and short works called pamphlets could be made much more
quickly and cheaply.

The number of printers in Europe soon increased rapidly. People
used printed matter to spread new ideas, discoveries, and inventions.
And since printed material was more widely available, more people
learned to read.

As new ideas spread, people in more countries were swept up in
the spirit of the Renaissance. Let's look now at 10 leading Renaissance
figures and their accomplishments.

334 Chapter 30
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30.3 Michelangelo,
Italian Sculptor
and Painter

You met Michelangelo
(1475- 1564) in Chapter 29.
Michelangelo was born in a small
village near Florence. He grew
up to become one of the greatest
painters and sculptors in history.

Personality and Training
Historians say that Michelangelo
had a difficult childhood. His
mother died when he was six
years old. His father was stern
and demanding. Perhaps this
troubled early life contributed
to Michelangelo's famously bad
temper. Although he was very religious, he was known to use fierce
words when he was angry. He was also intensely ambitious.

When Michelangelo was 13, he became an apprentice to a painter
in Florence. At 15, he began studying under a sculptor who worked for
the powerful Medici family. Michelangelo lived for a time in the Medici
household. There he met many leading thinkers, artists, and writers.

Talents and Achievements Michelangelo was amazingly
gifted in both sculpture and painting. His art combines ideal beauty
with emotional expressiveness. To other artists, Michelangelo's talent
seemed almost godlike.

Michelangelo's sculptures show his amazing talent for bringing life
to figures carved from giant blocks of marble. When he was just 24, he
carved his famous Pieta. A pieta is a depiction of Mary, the mother of
Jesus, mourning over her crucified son. Michelangelo's Pieta shows
Mary tenderly holding the body of Jesus on her lap.

Two other magnificent sculptures by Michelangelo are his David and
Moses. As you learned in Chapter 29, David is 17 feet tall. The statue
combines great beauty with the intense look of a youth who is about to
go into battle. Michelangelo's Moses is also a strong, powerful figure.
In the Bible, Moses receives the Ten Commandments from God. Mean-
while his people, the Hebrews, are worshiping false gods. The expres-
sion of Michelangelo's Moses is a mixture of compassion and anger.

Michelangelo is perhaps best known for painting the ceiling of the
Sistine Chapel, the pope's chapel in Rome. Michelangelo labored for
almost four years on a high platform to complete this work. He covered the
curved ceiling with brilliantly colored scenes from the Bible. The scenes
contain over 300 figures and continue to awe visitors to Rome today.

In this famous scene from the ceiling
of the Sistine Chapel, God is reaching
out to touch the finger of Adam, the
first man in the Bible story of creation.
Adam seems to be coming to life
under God's touch,

chapel a room, sometimes
inside a larger church, set aside
for prayer and worship

Michelangelo
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This is one of many portraits of
Emperor Charles V that Titian
painted during his years as court
painter of Italy.

Titian

30.4 Titian, Italian Painter
Titian (about 1488-1576) was born in

a village in the Italian Alps. The exact
date of his birth is uncertain. Early in life,
Titian's talent took him to the wealthy
society of Venice. He became the city's
greatest Renaissance painter.

Personality and Training As
a boy, Titian was sent to Venice to train
with famous painters. As a young man he
worked with an artist named Giorgione,
a master of fresco painting. (A fresco is
painted on the wet plaster of a wall or
ceiling.) Titian also studied examples of
art from Rome and Florence. In time, he
outgrew the influence of his teachers and
created his own style.

Titian was a persuasive man. According
to legend, long after he was rich and
famous, he persuaded patrons to support his
art by claiming to be poor. But he was also
said to be quite generous with his friends.

Talents and Achievements
Titian's early work was precise and
detailed. Later he developed a freer style.
He used blobs of paint to create vivid
forms, colors, and textures. He was known
for his inspired use of color and for loose,

lively brushwork that made his pictures appear to be alive. His work
also shows a flair for expressing human personality.

Titian painted many classical myths and Bible stories. As a court
painter, he created portraits of the rich and powerful. In 1516, he was
named the official painter of Venice. Later, Holy Roman emperor
Charles V made him court painter of Italy. Titian made many portraits
of Charles V and other royalty.

Charles greatly admired Titian's work. There is a story that the
emperor once picked up a paintbrush that had fallen to the floor. Titian
protested, "I am not worthy of such a servant." The emperor replied,
"Titian is worthy to be served by Caesar," referring to the emperor of
ancient Rome. Charles even made Titian a knight—a first-time honor
for a painter.

Titian is often described as a "painter's painter" because of his
influence on other artists' use of color and brush strokes. Centuries
later, many painters still try to copy his techniques.
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30.5 Albrecht Diirer, German Artist
Albrccht Durer (1471-1528) was born in the German city of

Nuremberg. He earned fame for his paintings, drawings, prints, and
writings on art.

Personality and Training As a boy, Durer received a varied
education. The son of a goldsmith, he learned his father's trade. At 15,
he began training with a well-known painter and printmaker. (A prim-
maker uses printing to make copies of works of art.) He also studied
math, Latin, and classical literature.

As a young man, Durer traveled through Germany, Italy, and the
Netherlands. He became friends with many humanist artists, writers,
and thinkers. He studied classical sculpture for years to learn ideal
human proportions. He wanted to be able to show the parts of the
human body correctly sized in relation to each other.

Diirer's self-portraits show him to be
a fashionable, confident man. He had an
intellectual approach to life and art. He
asked himself, "What is beauty?" His art
was an attempt to answer that question.

Talents and Achievements In
his painting, Diirer blended the detailed
style of Germany with the perspective
and idealized beauty that he learned from
Ita l ian painting. He encouraged artists to
study measurement and geometry as the
keys to understanding Renaissance and
classical art.

Durer was especially skilled at making
engravings and woodcuts. These are
prints made from an original that is spe-
cially prepared for printing. The original
may be etched, or engraved, in metal, or it
may be cut into a block of wood. Then it
is inked to make copies. In Renaissance
times, printers used engravings and woodcuts to illustrate books.

Much of Outer's art shows religious figures. He also painted subjects
from myths and did a series of self-portraits. Like other artists of his
time, he did many portraits of royalty and wealthy patrons. He worked
for years as a court artist for Holy Roman emperor Maximilian I.

Durer's work is widely admired, particularly his beautiful engravings
and woodcuts. These works set a new standard in printing because of
their clarity, expressiveness, and fine detail. Durer also wrote influential
books about human proportions in art. Many modern artists still read
these writings.

proportion the relative sizes of
things, such as the length of an
arm compared to the overall size
of the human body
engraving a print of an image
that has been engraved, or
etched, in a hard surface, such
as metal
woodcut a print of an image
that has been carved in wood

Diirer's woodcut
The Four
Horsemen of the
Apocalypse illus-
trates a vision of
the end of the
world that is
described in the
Christian Bible.

Albrecht Diirer
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Since ancient times, most people
believed that Earth was at the center
of the universe. This engraving illus-
trates Copernicus's theory that Earth
and the other planets travel around
the sun.

axis an imaginary line drawn
through a sphere, or ball, such
as Earth

Nicolaus Copernicus

30.6 Nicolaus
Copernicus, Polish
Scientist

Nicolaus Copernicus (1473-1543)
was born in Torun, Poland. He is often
called the father of modern astronomy.

Personality and Training
When Copernicus was 10 years old,
his lather died. His uncle, a Catholic
bishop, became his guardian. He made
sure that Copernicus received a good
education.

As a young man, Copernicus attend-
ed Poland's University of Krakow.
Then he went to Italy to study medicine
and church law. In Italy he rented
rooms at an astronomy teacher's house.

Soon he became fascinated by astronomy.
Copernicus's scientific work would show that he was highly creative.

He was also a free thinker, unafraid to question accepted beliefs.
Talents and Achievements Copernicus was skilled in mathe-

matics and observation. He based his thinking on what he truly saw,
rather than on what he thought he should see.

Like others of his day, Copernicus had been taught that Earth was
al the center of the universe. According to this idea, the sun, slars. and
planets traveled around Earth.

As Copernicus studied the motion of the planets, he became dissat-
isfied with this explanation. He proposed a revolutionary idea. People,
he said, had it backward. In reality. Earth and the other planets revolve
(travel) around the sun. Earth rotates, or turns, on its axis. This turning
is what makes the sun and other objects in the heavens seem to move
across the sky.

In 1514, Copernicus printed a booklet that outlined his theory.
Then he began years of work on a full-length book. He called it On
the Revolutions of the Celestial Spheres, (Celestial means "heavenly.")
According to legend, he saw his book in print just a few hours before
his death in 1543.

Copernicus dedicated his book to the pope. However, the idea of
Earth traveling around the sun went against the church's belief that God
had placed humans at the center of the universe. In 1616, the church
forbade people to read Copernicus's book.

Despite the church's disapproval, Copernicus's theory had a major
influence on a few key scientists. Eventually it was proved to be correct.
Today the Copernican theory is part of the basis of modern astronomy.
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30.7 Andreas
Vesalius, Belgian
Scientist

Andreas Vesalius (1514-1564)
was born in Brussels, in what
is now Belgium. He became an
outstanding scientist. His work
changed medicine and the study
of anatomy.

Personality and Training
Vesalius came from a family
of doctors and pharmacists.
(Pharmacists are people who pre-
pare medicines.) He was always
interested in living things, and
especially in anatomy. As a young
boy, he studied stray dogs and cats.

Vesalius attended universities in Belgium, France, and Italy. In 1537,
he earned his medical degree, specializing in anatomy. Later he became
a personal doctor for Italian and Spanish royalty.

Vesalius was hardworking, curious, and confident. He was also said
to be gloomy and distant at times.

Talents and Achievements Vesalius was a talented observer
and an independent thinker. He also had the artistic ski l l to draw his
observations.

In Vesalius's day, physicians' understanding of human anatomy was
based on the works of the ancient Greek physician Galen. Vesalius
studied Galen, but he soon broke with this tradition. Like Copernicus,
he was determined to observe things for himself.

Vesalius began dissecting, or cutting open, dead human bodies.
His research showed that Galen's work had relied on studies of animals.
As a result, it had many errors when applied to humans.

Vesalius made many discoveries about the human body. For exam-
ple, he showed that that the human heart has four hollow areas, called
chambers. His discoveries led him to write his own seven-volume
textbook of anatomy.

Vesalius called his book On (he Structure of the Human Body. It
explained the construction of the body and how the body functions. The
book contained prints by artists that were based on Vesalius's drawings
of the body.

Vesalius's book was a major breakthrough. It changed what people
knew about human anatomy and how they studied it. It also changed
physicians' understanding of medicine. Today his book is seen as the
world's first modern medical textbook.

Vesalius dissected dead bodies to
study human anatomy. He insisted on
performing dissections himself rather
than relying on untrained assistants.

dissect to cut and separate the
parts of a living thing for scientific
study

Andreas Vesalius
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Queen Isabella I helped sponsor
Christopher Columbus's attempt to
find a route across the Atlantic Ocean
to Asia. Instead of Asia, Columbus
found the Americas. In this painting,
Isabella wishes Columbus a safe and
successful voyage.

New World the name given
by Europeans to the Americas,
which were unknown in Europe
before the voyages of Christopher
Columbus

Queen Isabella I

3O.8 Isabella I, Queen of Spain
Queen Isabella I (1451-1504) was born in the Spanish kingdom

oi" Castile. She is best remembered for helping to unify Spain and for
sponsoring the voyages of Christopher Columbus.

Personality and Training Isabella was the daughter of the
king of Castile. She was highly intelligent, strong-willed, and a devoted
Catholic. Girls at that time received little education, so Isabella's
schooling was limited. In adulthood she educated herself by learning
Latin. As queen, she supported scholarship and art, collected fine
paintings, and built schools.

When her father died, Isabella's half-brother, Henry, became king.
At 13, Isabella was brought to Henry's court. There she learned about
court affairs.

Talents and Achievements Isabella was a forceful woman
who could hold her own in court politics. Against Henry's wishes, in
1469 she married Ferdinand of Aragon, prince of the other major kingdom
in Spain at that time. When Henry died five years later, Isabella became
queen of Castile. In 1479, Ferdinand inherited the throne of Aragon.
The two monarchs now ruled jointly over a united Spain.

Isabella and Ferdinand actively encouraged exploration. Isabella gave
her support to Christopher Columbus, an Italian who proposed to find
a new sea route to Asia. In 1492, Columbus sailed across the Atlantic
and stumbled upon the Americas. His discovery of this "New World"
would lead to a Spanish empire and create great wealth for Spain. You
will learn more about his voyages and their impact in Unit 8.

Isabella and Ferdinand also sought to further unify Spain as a
Catholic country. Jews who refused to convert to Catholicism were
forced to leave the country. This harsh action cost Spain many of its most
talented and productive citizens. For the Spanish Jews, it was a tragedy.
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30.9 Elizabeth I, Queen of England
Queen Elizabeth I (1533-1603) was one of England's most popular

and successful monarch*. Born in London, she was the daughter of
King Henry V I I I and his second wife, Anne Boleyn.

Personality and Training When Elizabeth was two years old.
King Henry lost interest in her mother. Queen Anne. Claiming that
Anne had been unfaithful to him, he had her beheaded.

Elizabeth was raised in a sepa-
rate household, away from the
royal court. An English scholar
became her teacher and educated
her as a possible future monarch.
Elizabeth was a gifted student.
She became highly educated and
learned to speak Greek, Latin,
French, and Italian.

Elizabeth was strong-minded
ruler, but she was not stubborn. As
queen she was willing to listen to
good advice, and she was always
devoted to England.

Talents and
Achievements Eli/.abeth
became queen at age 25 and
reigned for 45 years, unti l her
death. She never married, because she feared that a husband would
take her power. She said she was married to the people of England.

Elizabeth was a conscientious and able ruler. She was strong and
independent, but she was also flexible. She was willing to change
unpopular policies. She showed political skill in balancing the interests
of different people in her court. She inspired great love and loyalty
from her subjects, who called her "Good Queen Bess."

Elizabeth's long reign is often called England's Golden Age.
Culture thrived under her. She supported theater, fashion, literature,
dance, and education. Poets and playwrights composed some of
the greatest works in the English language.

Eli/.abeth worked to strengthen England's economy, and she encour-
aged trade and commerce. She authorized English trading companies
in Africa, Asia, and the Americas. Her funding of sea exploration
helped England gain a foothold in North America. In 1588, the English
navy defeated the Spanish Armada, a mighty fleet that tried to attack
England. This victory sparked a national celebration and further
strengthened England's sea power. By the time Elizabeth died, England
was one of the strongest and richest countries in the world.

subject a person under the rule
of a monarch
playwright an author of plays
armada a large fleet of ships

Queen Elizabeth I welcomed artists,
writers, dancers, musicians, and
other cultural figures to her court.
One frequent visitor was poet and
playwright William Shakespeare.

Queen Elizabeth
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Shakespeare wrote about life with
both humor and drama. This tragic
scene is from his play Romeo and
Juliet.

comedy an amusing play with
a happy ending
tragedy a serious play with a
sad ending

William Shakespeare

30.10 William Shakespeare,
English Poet and Playwright

William Shakespeare (1564-1616) was born
in the English town of Stratford-on-Avon. He was
a major figure in the English Renaissance. He is
often called the world's greatest playwright and
one of its finest poets.

Personality and Training Shakespeare's
father was a glove maker. As a boy. William
studied Latin and classical literature in grammar
school. He never went to a university. His plays,
however, show a broad knowledge of many sub-
jects, from history and politics to music and art.

In his early 20s, Shakespeare became an actor
with a theater company in London. He learned
about drama by performing and writing plays
for the company. Many of his plays were first
presented at the Globe Theatre.

Shakespeare had a reputation for being quiet
and a bit mysterious. His writings show that he

was curious and keenly observant. He thought deeply about life and its
sufferings. Yet he also had a sense of humor and found much to laugh
at in life.

Talents and Achievements Shakespeare was a skilled actor,
but he was an even greater poet and playwright. He had an enormous
talent for expressing thoughts and feelings in memorable ways. His
plays show that he had a deep understanding of human behavior and
emotions. Above all, he had the skill to present his understanding
through vivid characters and exciting drama.

Shakespeare's poetry is widely admired, especially the 14-line
poems called sounds. Many of his sonnets are beautiful love poems.
He is best known, however, for his plays. He wrote both comedies
and tragedies. Many of his 38 plays are still performed today around
the world. Among the most popular are Romeo and Juliet, Hamlet,
Macbeth, and The Merchant of Venice.

Shakespeare's plays cover a broad range of subjects. He wrote
about history, romance, politics, prejudice, murder, suicide, and war.
His plays remain popular in part because he wrote about timeless
themes such as love, jealousy, power, ambition, hatred, and fear.

Shakespeare has had a deep influence on writers. He also left a last-
ing mark on the English language. Many common sayings come from
Shakespeare, such as "Love is blind" and "All's well that ends well."
People often quote his witty, wise lines, sometimes without knowing
that they owe their graceful words to Shakespeare.
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30.11 Miguel Cervantes,
Spanish Writer

Miguel Cervantes (1547-1616) was born
near Madrid, Spain. He is best known for his
comic novel Don Quixote.

Personality and Training Little is
known of Cervantes' education. He may have
studied with priests influenced by humanism.
It is certain that he loved to read.

Much of Cervantes' education came through
hard experience. At 23, he became a soldier. In
a battle at sea. he was shot twice in the chest.
He also injured his left hand so badly that the
hand became useless. Several years later, he
was taken prisoner at sea by pirates. He spent
five years as a slave in North Africa until his
family bought his freedom.

Cervantes' early life shows that he was
adventurous and courageous. His sense of
humor could be biting, but he also turned it
on himself. He once bragged that the public
liked his plays enough not to boo them off
the stage or throw vegetables at the actors.

Cervantes' life also had a shady side. He was
imprisoned twice for disputes involving money and was once a suspect
in a murder.

Talents and Achievements A gifted writer, Cervantes wrote
many plays, poems, and novels. He had a particular talent for satire.
His masterpiece, Don Quixote, pokes fun at romantic stories of heroic
knights as well as Spanish society. The main character in the novel,
Don Quixote, is a tall, thin, elderly man who has read too many tales
of glorious knights. Although the age of knights is past, he dresses up
in rusty armor and sets out to do noble deeds. With him is short, stout
Sancho Panza. Sancho is an ordinary farmer who rides a mule, but
Don Quixote sees him as his faithful squire.

Together the two men have a series of comic adventures. In Don
Quixote's imagination, country inns turn into castles and windmil ls
into fearsome giants. While his adventures are very funny, there is
something noble about the way he bravely fights evil, even if his
deeds are only in his mind.

Don Quixote was very popular in Spain. King Philip III supposedly
saw a man reading and laughing so hard that he was crying. The king
said, "That man is either crazy or he is reading Don Quixote." Today.
Don Quixote is considered one of the masterpieces of world literature.

Don Quixote, shown here with his
armor, is the hero of Cervantes' comic
novel by the same name.

satire a work that uses sharp
humor to attack people or society

Miguel Cervantes
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Mona Lisa is one of Leonardo da
Vinci's best-known paintings. This
surprisingly small painting—only
about 20 by 30 inches—has had a
huge and lasting influence on artists
to this day.

Leonardo da Vinci

30.12 Leonardo da Vinci,
Italian Renaissance Person

Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519) was bom
in a village near Florence. His wide range of
interests and accomplishments made him a true
Renaissance person.

Personality and Training As a teen-
ager, Leonardo trained in Florence under a mas-
ter sculptor and painter. All his life he studied
many subjects, including art, music, math,
anatomy, botany, architecture, and engineering.

Leonardo spent much of his life in Florence
and Milan. He worked as an artist, engineer, and
architect for kings, popes, and wealthy patrons.
A handsome, brilliant man, he had a special love
of animals. Sometimes he bought caged animals
at the market and set them free. He also was a
vegetarian (he ate no meat), which was quite
unusual at the time.

As you can see from all the topics he studied,
Leonardo was endlessly curious. He was a care-
ful observer and liked to figure things out for
himself.

Talents and Achievements Leonardo
was gifted in many fields. He was an accom-
plished painter, sculptor, architect, engineer,
and inventor.

Leonardo's notebooks show him to be one of the greatest creative
minds of all time. Like Albrecht Dtirer, he closely studied proportions.
He made precise drawings of people, animals, and plants. He also
sketched out ideas about geometry and mechanics, the science of
motion and force. He designed weapons, buildings, and a variety
of machines. Many of the inventions he drew, such as a helicopter
and a submarine, were centuries ahead of their time.

Leonardo's paintings are among the world's greatest works of art.
One of his masterpieces is the Mona Lisa, a painting of a woman with
a mysterious smile. It is one of the most famous paintings in the world.
Like his other paintings, it displays a remarkable use of perspective,
balance, and detail. The rich effects of light, shade, and color reveal
Leonardo's close study of light. Students of his art also detect how
principles of geometry helped him organize the space in his paintings.

Leonardo's art inspired other great artists, such as Michelangelo.
With his many interests and talents, Leonardo is a nearly perfect
example of the spirit of the Renaissance.
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30.13 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, you learned how the Renaissance spread from

Italy across Europe. You learned that trade, travel, education, and
the printing press all helped to spread Renaissance ideas. Then you
studied the lives and accomplishments of 10 Renaissance people.

Renaissance artists like Michelangelo, Titian, and Diirer created
many kinds of art. Each displayed humanist ideals of realism and
beauty. Through their observations and fresh thinking, scientists like
Copernicus and Vesalius dramatically increased human knowledge.
Queen Isabella and Queen Elizabeth were strong monarchs who
supported the arts and encouraged exploration. Shakespeare and
Cervantes created masterpieces of world literature. Leonardo da
Vinci was a creative genius. His many interests made him a true
Renaissance person.

The spirit of the Renaissance led people to question many ideas
and practices. Some of these questions were directed at the church.
In the next chapter, you will learn about a time of religious unrest in
Europe called the Reformation.

Pope Julius II ordered artists
Bramante, Michelangelo, and
Raphael to construct the Vatican
and St. Peter's cathedral.
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